
EY 2017 Lease Accounting Survey
We surveyed both finance and IT executives from US public companies with greater 
than $1b in revenues, speaking to more than 300 senior leaders to get a rounded 
perspective on the current state of implementing lease accounting changes. 

What challenges are companies facing?

03   Companies want compliance and transformation

02   New systems a significant part of the effort

believe they are on track and confident 
of meeting critical milestones

27%

68%
plan systems changes

40%
of those respondents report it will take 
nine months or more to implement

Top four risks to meeting leases deadline

Systems challenges Challenges interpreting
the standard’s 

technical requirements 

Difficulty collecting 
required data

Insufficient allocation of 
people resources 

51% 46% 46% 44%

say lease accounting changes 
are an opportunity to deliver 
transformation

63%

Top 3 optimization opportunities for CFOs

Re-engineering processes for 
efficiency and effectiveness

Identifying tax efficienciesIdentifying strategic cost 
reduction opportunities

01   Struggling to operationalize



CIOs see the greatest challenge as 
delivering change across global or 
decentralized organizations.  

Moving forward

03   Align with broader goals and ambitions

02   Ensure alignment across the organization

Companies expect difficulties in implementing the following changes:

Ensure strong coordination 

Reconcile differing views of CFOs and CIOs

Finance   ª   Corporate real estate   ª   Procurement   ª   IT   ª   Tax   ª   Treasury

say leases changes can position 
their function at the forefront of 
business change and transformation

54% say leases changes offer an 
opportunity to upgrade legacy 
IT systems

53%

Developing new accounting policies 
and procedures

Gathering robust data and missing 
information

Assessing and making systems 
changes

Designing new process changes

Managing tax considerations and 
impacts

Developing new controls

Very difficult Somewhat difficult Not difficult Not sure/
not applicable

19%

19%

19%

18%

16%

13%

31%

37%

39%

39%

43%

38%

45%

39%

36%

37%

35%

43%

5%

5%

6%

6%

6%

6%

01   Understand the impact

CFOs see the greatest challenges as educating 
internal and external stakeholders and delivering 
effective communication and training.
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